
FAQs for educators

Early Learning is a great place for the youngest users to explore independently or learn with an adult.
With small bursts of content, Early Learning teaches high interest topics like animals, trucks, and more

through disguised learning and colorful visuals designed to keep young users captivated.

Who is early learning for? 
Early Learning is great for pre-emergent readers and those learning to read.

What makes Early learning great for young users? 
Early Learning has built-in read-aloud functionality and easily recognizable icons, making it easy
for young learners to navigate independently or with the help of an adult.

Which features should I know about?
Find 14 engaging content worlds, including Weather, Animals, Numbers, Dinosaurs, and more!
Each content world covers a high-interest topic or building block of early childhood curriculum.
Find videos, pictures, text, games, and activities all related to the topic.

Why is early learning Great for the classroom?
Early Learning Basics - one dedicated area to building basic foundational skills such as
learning lower case & upper case letters, writing numbers, basic math concepts like
counting up, counting down, least/greatest, and more!
Welcome to Reading - a beginning reading program complete with lesson plans.

why is early learning Great for the library?
Stories! Dive in to digital texts that can be read aloud to students with word-by-word highlight,
great for helping emerging readers build their vocabulary.

what are the Most used features at home?
From digital coloring to print and do - there are hundreds of activities to keep young users
engaged.
Help students build concentration skills with games like True or False and Matching.

which Educator tools should i know about?
Curriculum Correlations- search Early Learning to find content that aligns by standard.
Welcome to Reading and Trek's Travels- a beginning reading program complete with
lesson plans.

Learn more about World Book Early Learning at 
www.worldbookonline.com/training


